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	Social Development

The global Transport Knowledge Partnership provides access to the best available information, expertise and technical advice to reduce poverty in the developing world. www.gtkp.com  global Transport Knowledge Partnership, chemin de Blandonnet 2, 1214 Vernier/Geneva, Switzerland Email: info@gtkp.com 

Disabilities and Inclusive Transport
The inter-relationship between people with disabilities, constrained mobility and poverty is an area of increased focus within transport policy in the developing world.
The difficulties frequently encountered by those who have reduced capacity to climb steps, run, stand whilst on a moving vehicle, read information, see destinations or ask for directions influence their desire or perception of their ability to make anything other than the most necessary or local journeys. This has a substantial impact on their ability to access opportunities, services and resources; on their ability to maintain a sustainable livelihood and on their overall quality of life. The issue of disability and transport is also increasing in scale through the rising age of the global population and the long-term impact of disability caused by crashes, in addition to the rise of long-term illnesses such as HIV/AIDS.
To date, much of the discussion on disability and transport centres has focussed heavily on the physical access to public transport vehicles. There has been much development and discussion within a developed country context of designing trams, trains and buses to enable easy access for people with mobility-impairments. The discussion on disability and transport is becoming increasingly important in parts of the developing world, particularly in Asia. This is being helped by the rise of new public transport infrastructure and systems, such as Bus Rapid Transit systems, constructed across Asia in the last decade and being planned for the next few years. Here too, the discussion and development is around physical access to public transport vehicles.
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However, in all these contexts there is a need, and a lesser-developed discussion, about considering such public transport infrastructure in a wider view of the whole journey, where travelling to public transport, mostly by walking and cycling is also considered. Accessing public transport systems calls for footpaths and cycle-routes. The advancement of such technical approaches as accessibility planning, in the planning toolkit, helps this more integrated approach.
There is also an important discussion on the legal and policy frameworks that are necessary to ensure the rights of people with disabilities to accessible transport. Here also there is a lot of focus on the technical detail and specification of physically getting into public transport vehicles. There is significantly less knowledge available on designing transport systems from a holistic perspective that consider the needs of people with disabilities. However, some important processes have been developed around the involvement of a wide range of stakeholders that are useful to adapt for different contexts and stakeholder groups. For example see the UNESCAP guidelines (1995) on developing accessible built environment of places and transport.
Useful Links
● Access Exchange International


                                         


For further information 
Contact Nathalie Pereira, gTKP Social Development Theme Champion at nathalie.pereira@gtkp.com" nathalie.pereira@gtkp.com  



